Let x be a closed nondegenerate C" curve in E n parametrized by arc length s. We prove an inequality for such x which lie in a ball of radius R. For nonplanar curves in E 3 the inequality is where L is the length of x, and K and τ are the curvature and torsion of x, respectively. Equality holds only if x is a great circle on a sphere of radius R. We also obtain from the general inequality necessary conditions on the length, curvature, and torsions of x in order that x be a closed curve or a closed curve with at most one corner. 
Define x t = (x 9 e t ), for i = 1, 2, , n, where (, ) denotes the inner product in 2?\ Then from (1) 2. The inequality• Now suppose that x is closed with at most one corner; if x is not closed let
Then
and all the integrals are taken with respect to s over [0, L]. Equality holds only if x([0, L]) is a circle of radius R in E 2 . (Note that for n odd τ 2q
= r n _j. = 0 so that the last term in the sum is 0.) Proof. We rewrite (2) by means of integral formulas. All the integrals are taken with respect to s over [0, L] . Since x is either closed or has its "corner" at the origin, we obtain The inequality in the theorem is sometimes better and sometimes worse than the inequality L^R\tc.
As an example of a curve for which our inequality is better consider the curve in E 3
x(t) z= ((c + -cos t) cos -t, (c + -cos t) sin -t, -sin
where 0 <; t ^ 2πn 2 , c + 1/n = 1, and n is a positive integer. This is a curve that winds n 2 times around a torus of radii c and 1/n. Proof. Since | x | ^ R for some R we may apply the theorem. If τ^Jτ 2ί^ = c, , for i = 1, 2, , (n -l)/2, then W2V2 Wl -i -(\^2i-2^2i-ij = 0, for j = 1, , (n -l)/2. This implies for n odd that L = 0, which is an obvious contradiction. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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